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Mother Bird Feeds Her Chick a Discarded Cigarette Butt on Florida Beach, Disheartening Pic Highlights Issues of Littering
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A photographer from Florida has captured a disheartening picture which once again highlights what humans are doing to
the environment.

 
 A woman in Florida captured a shocking moment of a black skimmer bird feeding its chick a cigarette butt.
 
 
 Human litter and waste is badly affecting the other members of our ecosystem. Birds, animals or sea creatures,
everyone is suffering due to the rising plastic pollution and wastes each day. A photographer from Florida has captured
a disheartening picture which once again highlights what humans are doing to the environment. A woman in Florida
captured a shocking moment of a black skimmer bird feeding its chick a cigarette butt! The image which was shared on
social media has brought out an important message of not littering anywhere.
 
 A woman identified as Karon Mason shared two pictures on her Facebook, one with a mother bird feeding her chick
with a cigarette butt and another picture in which the chick is still carrying the piece of butt in its mouth. She caught the
shocking moment on a local beach in Florida. In the caption, she wrote, "If you smoke, please donâ€™t leave your butts
behind."
 
 
 View Pic of Mother Bird Feeding Her Chick a Cigarette Butt:
 
 
 
 
 
 In another picture, the chick is seen carrying the cigarette butt. It is really disheartening to see how humans can be so
irresponsible towards their environment and not think about our fellow creatures.
 
 
 
 Here's Another Picture of The Skimmer Bird Chick Carrying the Piece of Waste:
 
 
 
 
 
 People on social media praised Karen for creating much-needed awareness about the issue of littering in public spaces.
The photo is indeed an eyeopener of what our uncareful actions lead to. This picture is not just a warning for the
smokers but also others who tend to just leave back the waste as it is. It is high time, we start acting up and be
responsible towards our environment and fellow living creatures.
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